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3rd President Meeting in Vienna 2012
April 27./28.
MINUTES
1. Reports of ANSE activities:
a. Supporting national associations
b. Summer University 2011 and International Intervision Groups
c. EU - Contacts
 EUROCARDES and EMCC
d. EU Projects
 Grundtvig Project Results: Dissemination
 Leonardo da Vinci: Application
2. ANSE future Mission, results of the working groups:
a. ANSE Mission:










ANSE needs to clear the roles and responsibilities of GA and PM. (The decisions
are taken by the GA, but the ideas are coming from the presidents)
We need to meet more often and more information between meetings.
ANSE board needs information from national associations concerning their needs.
Possible ideas:
 To join GA and PM, but share the topics;
 Longer meetings with longer pause between them.
 Communication between the national associations and between ANSE board
and national associations (with the contact persons, see topic 4). Short term
goal is to make an ANSE virtual platform for exchange the information
between the national associations, for example the discussion platform on
LinkedIn only for ANSE members.
Quality management: national associations need a board person, responsible for
the quality management to collect information from NA and distribute it in a
compendium.
The contacts to associations outside ANSE (France, Portugal and Belgium) should
be done also by the national associations.
Support to smaller associations to become a full member.
Contacts with coaching organizations – how to manage them?

b) Research:



Many researches are going on in countries, but the language barriers are still
blocking the exchange of the results. ANSE should promote the use of English in
publication of research (at least abstracts).
A platform for research will need technical support (website) and content
management, linked to responsible agents within the national associations.
Agents to be responsible for selecting relevant and qualitative research, for
example: top 10 per year.
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How to decide on relevancy?
How to link up with the theory?
How to link to what the field thinks worthwhile to research?
Relevant methodologies: action research, participative evaluation, qualitative
research, also quantitative, supervision as the research method.
How to start?
 Berlin, short workshop with B. Hausinger;
 Workshop on research (what is relevant and how to disseminate it better) on
the next Summer University.
 Smaller conferences or colloquiums more often; every 3 to 4 years bigger
conferences.
 Topics: research, teaching/learning Supervision., using social media in
Supervision, how to manage the business…
 New book from H. Petzold.

3. Presidents are asked to inform the members about the following activities:
Berlin conference
International intervision groups
Grundtvig diversity workshop
Code of Ethics
Please check out your information on ANSE website and report the changes to
Beatrice.
See the presentation and website for more information, or ask the board members.






4. Contact persons from ANSE board:
Barbara Baumann: Greece, Italy, Sweden, Norway
Barbara Gogala: Croatia, Bosnia, Spain, Slovakia
Beatrice Conrad: Czech Republic, Poland, Finland
Eva Nemes: Latvia, Romania, Ireland
Sijtze de Roos: Great Britain, Lithuania, Iceland and Estonia

Barbara Gogala
ANSE secretary

Wolfgang Knopf
ANSE president
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